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Abstract
A new generalized function space in which all Gelfand–Shilov classes S′0 (> 1) of analytic
functionals are embedded is introduced. This space of ultrafunctionals does not possess a
natural nontrivial topology and cannot be obtained via duality from any test function space.
A canonical isomorphism between the spaces of hyperfunctions and ultrafunctionals on Rk is
constructed that extends the Fourier transformation of Roumieu-type ultradistributions and is
naturally interpreted as the Fourier transformation of hyperfunctions. The notion of carrier cone
that replaces the notion of support of a generalized function for ultrafunctionals is proposed. A
Paley–Wiener–Schwartz-type theorem describing the Laplace transformation of ultrafunctionals
carried by proper convex closed cones is obtained and the connection between the Laplace and
Fourier transformations is established.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that Sato’s hyperfunctions cannot be interpreted as continuous linear
functionals on any test function space. For this reason, the standard deﬁnition of the
Fourier transformation of generalized functions is inapplicable to hyperfunctions. This
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difﬁculty does not appear in the framework of Fourier hyperfunctions [11] that grow at
inﬁnity no faster than any linear exponential. Kawai [5] has established that the space
of Fourier hyperfunctions on Rk is naturally identiﬁed with the continuous dual of a
suitable test function space (actually coinciding with the Gelfand–Shilov space S11(Rk))
and is taken to itself by the Fourier transformation. However, the question is still open
whether it is possible to construct the Fourier transformation of general hyperfunctions
with no growth restrictions imposed. The aim of this paper is to ﬁll this gap.
The proposed construction naturally arises from the consideration of analytic func-
tionals deﬁned on Gelfand–Shilov test function spaces S0(Rk) with  > 1. According to
[2] the Fourier transformation induces a topological isomorphism between S0(Rk) and
the space S0 (R
k), whose continuous dual S′0 (R
k) is exactly the space of Roumieu’s
ultradistributions [10] of class {kk}. The space B(Rk) of hyperfunctions on Rk can be
thought of as the “limiting case” of the spaces S′0 (R
k) as  ↓ 1. Therefore, we can
try to deﬁne the Fourier transform U(Rk) of the space B(Rk) by passing to the limit
 ↓ 1 in the deﬁnition of the spaces S′0 (Rk).
Unfortunately, we cannot just set U(Rk) = S′01 (Rk) because the space S01 (Rk) is
trivial [2]. The way of overcoming this difﬁculty is suggested by the results of the
papers [13,14] concerning the localization of analytic functionals belonging to S′0 (Rk).
In these works, the notion of carrier cone that replaces the notion of support of a
generalized function for analytic functionals was proposed (the standard deﬁnition of
support does not work because of the lack of test functions with compact support). The
deﬁnition of carrier cones is based on introducing, for every closed cone K, a suitable
test function space S0(K) in which S0(Rk) is densely embedded (the precise deﬁnition
will be given in Section 2); a functional u ∈ S′0 (Rk) is said to be carried by a closed
cone K if u has a continuous extension to S0(K). As shown in [13], every functional
in S′0 (Rk) has a uniquely deﬁned minimal carrier cone. The deﬁnition of the spaces
associated with cones is naturally extended to the case  = 1 and it turns out that the
spaces S01 (K) over proper
2 closed cones are nontrivial. The space U(Rk) is obtained
by “gluing together” the generalized function spaces S′01 (K) associated with proper
closed cones K ⊂ Rk (this procedure will be given a precise meaning in Section 3).
The properties of the elements of U(Rk), which will be named ultrafunctionals, are
quite similar to those of analytic functionals in S′0 (Rk). In particular, the deﬁnition of
carrier cones is extended to the case of the space U(Rk) and it turns out that every
ultrafunctional has a uniquely deﬁned minimal carrier cone. For a closed proper cone K,
the space U(K) consisting of ultrafunctionals carried by K coincides with S′01 (K). The
spaces S′0 (K) are naturally embedded in U(K) for any closed cone K. If K,K1, . . . , Kn
are closed cones in Rk such that K = ⋃nj=1Kj , then every ultrafunctional u ∈ U(K)
is representable in the form
u =
n∑
j=1
uj , uj ∈ U(Kj ). (1.1)
2 A cone U in Rk will be called proper if U¯ \ {0} is contained in an open half-space of Rk (the
bar denotes closure). For convex closed cones, this deﬁnition is equivalent to the usual one according to
which a cone is called proper if it contains no straight lines.
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Every exponential decreasing in an open half-space containing a convex proper closed
cone K belongs to the space S01 (K). This allows us to deﬁne the Laplace transform LKu
of every ultrafunctional u carried by K. We prove an elegant Paley–Wiener–Schwartz-
type theorem asserting that the Laplace transformation LK induces a topological iso-
morphism between U(K) and the space of all functions analytic in the tubular domain
Rk + iV , where V is the interior of the dual cone of K. The Fourier transform Fu
of an ultrafunctional u carried by a convex proper closed cone K is by deﬁnition the
boundary value in B(Rk) of the Laplace transform of u. For a general u ∈ U(Rk), we
take a decomposition of form (1.1), where all Kj are convex proper closed cones, and
set Fu =∑nj=1 Fuj . The hyperfunction Fu so deﬁned does not depend on the chosen
decomposition. We prove that the operator F maps U(Rk) isomorphically onto B(Rk)
and that its restriction to S′0 (Rk) coincides with the ordinary Fourier transformation
determined via duality by the Fourier transformation of test functions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief exposition of the
results of the works [13,14] concerning the spaces S′0 (Rk) with  > 1 and obtain a
useful representation of S′0 (Rk) in terms of the spaces associated with proper closed
cones. In Section 3, we introduce the spaces S01 (K) and U(K) and give the precise
formulations of the main results. In the same section, we prove the compatibility of the
operator F with the Fourier transformation of ultradistributions. Section 4 is devoted
to a detailed study of the spaces S01 (K) over proper closed cones and to the proof of
the above-mentioned PWS-type theorem. In Section 5, the results concerning carrier
cones (the existence of a unique minimal carrier cone of an ultrafunctional and the
existence of decompositions of form (1.1)) are established. In Section 6, the bijectivity
of the Fourier operator F is proved. In Section 7, we indicate some possible further
developments of these results. The proofs of some algebraic statements of Section 5
are given in Appendices A and B.
2. Localization of analytic functionals on Gelfand–Shilov spaces
The space S (Rk) is by deﬁnition [2] the union (inductive limit) with respect to
A,B > 0 of the Banach spaces consisting of smooth functions on Rk with the ﬁnite
norm
sup
x∈Rk, ,
|xf (x)|
A||B |||||||||| , (2.1)
where  and  run over all multi-indices and the standard multi-index notation is used.
The spaces S are nontrivial if  +  > 1 or if , > 0 and  +  = 1. For  = 0,
the spaces S consist of functions of compact support. If 0 < 1, then S consists
of (the restrictions to Rk of) entire analytic functions and an alternative description of
these spaces in terms of complex variables is possible [2]. Namely, an analytic function
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f on Ck belongs to the class S if and only if
|f (z)|C exp(−|x/A|1/ + |By|1/(1−)), z = x + iy ∈ Ck
for some A,B > 0 depending on f. For deﬁniteness, we assume the norm | · | on Rk
to be uniform, i.e., |x| = sup1 jk |xj |. As shown in [2], the Fourier transformation
isomorphically maps the space S onto S. The Fourier transformation of generalized
functions on S is deﬁned in a standard way, as the dual mapping of the Fourier
transformation of test functions, and maps S′ onto S′ .
In what follows, we conﬁne our discussion to the case  = 0 which is of primary
interest to us, but in fact only the condition  < 1 guaranteeing the analyticity of test
functions is necessary for the constructions described in the rest of this section. We
say that a cone W is a conic neighborhood of a cone U if W has an open projection 3
and contains U.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let  > 1 and U be a nonempty cone in Rk . The Banach space S0,B,A(U)
consists of entire analytic functions on Ck with the ﬁnite norm
‖f ‖U,A,B = sup
z=x+iy∈Ck
|f (z)| exp(|x/A|1/ − U(Bx)− |By|),
where U(x) = infx′∈U |x−x′| is the distance from x to U. The space S0(U) is deﬁned
by the relation
S0(U) =
⋃
A,B>0,W⊃U
S
0,B
,A(W),
where W runs over all conic neighborhoods of U and the union is endowed with the
inductive limit topology.
According to the above, for U = Rk , this deﬁnition is equivalent to the initial
deﬁnition of S0(Rk). From now on and throughout the paper, all cones in question will
be supposed nonempty. As a rule, the word ‘nonempty’ will be omitted. In the rest of
this section, we assume that the nontriviality condition  > 1 is satisﬁed. If U ′ ⊂ U ,
then the space S0(U) is continuously embedded into S0(U ′). If W ⊂ Rk is a cone
with open projection, then Deﬁnition 2.1 gives
S0(W) =
⋃
A,B>0
S
0,B
,A(W). (2.2)
3 The projection PrW of a cone W ⊂ Rk is by deﬁnition the canonical image of W in the sphere
Sk−1 = (Rk \ {0})/R+; the projection of W is meant to be open in the topology of this sphere. Note
that the degenerate cone {0} is a cone with an open (empty) projection.
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The following statement is an immediate consequence of Deﬁnition 2.1, formula (2.2),
and the associativity property of inductive limit topologies.
Lemma 2.2. Let U be a cone in Rk . Then
S0(U) =
⋃
W⊃U
S0(W), (2.3)
where the union is taken over all conic neighborhoods of U and is endowed with the
inductive limit topology.
A closed cone K is called a carrier cone of a functional u ∈ S′0 (Rk) if u can be
extended continuously to the space S0(K). The following three basic theorems were
established in [13,14].
Theorem 2.3. The space S0(Rk) is dense in S0(U) for any cone U ⊂ Rk .
Theorem 2.4. If both K1 and K2 are carrier cones of u ∈ S′0 (Rk), then so is K1∩K2.
Theorem 2.5. Let K1 and K2 be closed cones in Rk and u ∈ S′0 (Rk) be carried by
K1 ∪K2. Then there are u1,2 ∈ S′0 (Rk) carried by K1,2 and such that u = u1 + u2.
Theorem 2.3 shows that the space of the functionals carried by a closed cone K is
naturally identiﬁed with the space S′0 (K). It follows from Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.2
that a functional u ∈ S′0 (Rk) is carried by a closed cone K if and only if u has
a continuous extension to the space S0(W) for every conic neighborhood W of K.
Theorem 2.4 implies that the intersection of an arbitrary family {K}∈ of carrier
cones of a functional u ∈ S′0 (Rk) is again a carrier cone of u. Indeed, let W be a conic
neighborhood of K =⋂∈ K. Then by standard compactness arguments, there is a
ﬁnite family 1, . . . ,n ∈  such that K˜ = ⋂nj=1 Kj ⊂ W . By Theorem 2.4, K˜ is
a carrier cone of u and, therefore, u has a continuous extension to S0(W). Hence K is
a carrier cone of u. In particular, every functional u ∈ S′0 (Rk) has a uniquely deﬁned
minimal carrier cone—the intersection of all carrier cones of u.
Remark 2.6. In [13,14], only open and closed cones were considered. The space
S0(W) associated with an open cone W was deﬁned by formula (2.2). For a closed
cone K, the space S0(K) was deﬁned as the right-hand side of (2.3), where the union
is taken over all open cones W such that K \ {0} ⊂ W . Deﬁnition 2.1 covers both
these cases. Using cones with open projection instead of open cones allows treating
the degenerate cone {0} on the same footing as nondegenerate closed cones. Theo-
rem 2.3 was actually proved in [14] only for open and closed U. This implies that
Theorem 2.3 holds for cones with open projection and Lemma 2.2 ensures that it is
valid for arbitrary U.
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Let K,K ′ be closed cones in Rk such that K ′ ⊂ K . We denote by 
K ′,K the natural
mapping from S′0 (K ′) to S′0 (K) (if u ∈ S′0 (K ′) then K ′,Ku is the restriction of u to
S0(K)). It follows from Theorems 2.3–2.5 that
(a) The mappings 
K ′,K are injective for any K ′ ⊂ K .
(b) If u ∈ S′0 (K1 ∪K2), then there are u1,2 ∈ S′0 (K1,2) such that u = K1,K1∪K2u1 +
K2,K1∪K2u2.
(c) If u1,2 ∈ S′0 (K1,2), K1,2 ⊂ K , and K1,Ku1 = K2,Ku2, then there is a u ∈
S′0 (K1 ∩K2) such that u1 = K1∩K2,K1u and u2 = K1∩K2,K2u.
Remark 2.7. Starting from the spaces S′0 (K), one can construct a ﬂabby sheaf F on
the sphere Sk−1 = (Rk \ {0})/R+. For Q ⊂ Sk−1, let C(Q) denote the cone in Rk
containing the origin and such that Pr C(Q) = Q. For an open set O ⊂ Sk−1, set
F(O) = S′0 (C(O¯))/S′0 (C(O)), where O is the boundary of O and the bar stands
for closure in Sk−1. Proceeding as in Section 9.2 of the book [4], where hyperfunctions
are constructed from analytic functionals, and using properties (a)–(c) reformulated in
terms of closed subsets of Sk−1, one can deﬁne the restriction mappings F(O1) →
F(O2) for O1 ⊃ O2 and prove that F is indeed a ﬂabby sheaf. Note however
that F(Sk−1) = S′01 (Rk)/S′01 ({0}). Thus, passing from the spaces S′0 (K) to the sheaf
F leads to the loss of information concerning the functionals carried by the origin.
Moreover, since S′0 ({0}) is dense in every space S′0 (K), all information about the
topology of these spaces is also lost.
Lemma 2.8. Let M be a closed cone in Rk and P be a set of closed subcones of M
such that K1 ∩ K2 ∈ P for any K1,K2 ∈ P . Suppose there is a ﬁnite subset P ′ of
P such that M = ⋃K∈P ′ K . Then the space S′0 (M) is canonically isomorphic as a
topological vector space to lim−→K∈P
S′0 (K) (the set P is meant to be naturally ordered
by inclusion).
The inductive limit in Lemma 2.8 is taken, in general, over a partially ordered but
not directed set of indices. The deﬁnitions of the inductive system and inductive limit,
which are usually formulated for the case of a directed set of indices, are immediately
extended to this more general case. Moreover, the usual inductive limit universality
property remains valid in this more general case. Precise formulations concerning such
generalized inductive systems will be given in the end of this section.
Proof of Lemma 2.8. For K ∈ P , we denote by K and K the canonical mapping from
S′0 (K) to lim−→K∈P
S′0 (K) and the canonical embedding of S′0 (K) into ⊕K∈P S′0 (K),
respectively. If K,K ′ ∈ P and K ′ ⊂ K , then we have 
K ′,M = K,MK ′,K and
by the inductive limit universality property, there is a unique continuous mapping
l: lim−→K∈P
S′0 (K) → S′0 (M) such that K,M = lK for any K ∈ P . It follows from
property (b) that l is surjective because M can be represented as a union of ﬁnitely
many cones belonging to P. We now prove the injectivity of l. Let N be the subspace of
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⊕K∈P S′0 (K) spanned by all vectors of the form K ′u− KK ′,Ku, where K,K ′ ∈ P ,
K ′ ⊂ K , and u ∈ S′0 (K ′). The space lim−→K∈P S
′0
 (K) is by deﬁnition the quotient
space ⊕K∈P S′0 (K)/N . It sufﬁces to show that for any K1, . . . , Kn ∈ P and every
u1 ∈ S′0 (K1), . . . , un ∈ S′0 (Kn), the relation K1,Mu1 + · · · + Kn,Mun = 0 implies
that K1u1 + · · · + Knun belongs to N. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1 and
K1,Mu1 = 0, then by (a) we have u1 = 0. We now assume n > 1 and prove the
statement supposing it holds for n − 1. Let K = K1 ∪ · · · ∪ Kn−1, K ′ = K ∩ Kn,
and u = K1,Ku1 + · · · + Kn−1,Kun−1. Then we have Kn,Mun = −K,Mu and by
property (c), there is a u′ ∈ S′0 (K ′) such that un = K ′,Knu′ and u = −K ′,Ku′. Let
K ′j = Kj ∩Kn, j = 1, . . . , n− 1. Since P is closed under ﬁnite intersections, we have
K ′j ∈ P . By property (b), there are u′1 ∈ S′0 (K ′1), . . . , u′n−1 ∈ S′0 (K ′n−1) such that
u′ = 
K ′1,K ′
u′1 + · · · + K ′n−1,K ′u
′
n−1. We therefore obtain
un = K ′1,Knu
′
1 + · · · + K ′n−1,Knu
′
n−1. (2.4)
Set vj = uj + K ′j ,Kj u
′
j , j = 1, . . . , n − 1, and 	 = K1v1 + · · · + Kn−1vn−1. By the
induction hypothesis, we have 	 ∈ N because
K1,Mv1 + · · · + Kn−1,Mvn−1 = K1,Mu1 + · · · + Kn,Mun = 0.
Further, we have
K1u1 + · · · + Knun = 	+ [Knun − K ′1u′1 − · · · − K ′n−1u′n−1]
+(K ′1u′1 − K1K ′1,K1u
′
1)
+ · · · + (K ′n−1u′n−1 − Kn−1K ′n−1,Kn−1u
′
n−1).
By deﬁnition of the space N, the terms in the round brackets belong to N and in view of
(2.4) the term in the square brackets also belongs to N. Therefore, the expression in the
left-hand side belongs to N and the injectivity of l is proved. It remains to show that l−1
is continuous. Suppose at ﬁrst that the set P is ﬁnite. Since S′0 (K) are Fréchet spaces
[14], ⊕K∈P S′0 (K) is also a Fréchet space. By the above, N coincides with the kernel
of the continuous mapping {uK}K∈P → ∑K∈P K,MuK . Therefore, N is a closed
subspace of ⊕K∈P S′0 (K) and lim−→K∈P S
′0
 (K) is a Fréchet space. The continuity of l−1
now follows from the open mapping theorem. If P is arbitrary, then choose a ﬁnite set
P ′ such that M = ⋃K∈P ′ K . We can assume that P ′ is closed under intersections of
its elements (otherwise we can add to P ′ all cones that are intersections of elements
of P ′). Let l′ and m be the canonical mappings from lim−→K∈P ′ S
′0
 (K) to S
′0
 (M) and
from lim−→K∈P ′
S′0 (K) to lim−→K∈P
S′0 (K) respectively. Then we have l′ = lm. By the
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above, l′ is a topological isomorphism and, therefore, l−1 = ml′−1 is continuous. The
lemma is proved. 
In particular, the conditions of Lemma 2.8 are satisﬁed if P is equal to the set P(M)
of all nonempty closed proper subcones of M. We thus have the canonical isomorphism
S′0 (M)  lim−→K∈P(M) S
′0
 (K). (2.5)
We end this section by reformulating some standard deﬁnitions and facts related to
inductive limits for the case of partially ordered, but not necessarily directed sets of
indices. By an inductive system X of (locally convex topological) vector spaces indexed
by a partially ordered set A, we mean the following data: 4
(1) a family {X ()}∈A of (locally convex topological) vector spaces;
(2) a family of (continuous) linear mappings X′ :X () → X (′) deﬁned for ′
and satisfying the conditions
(i) X is the identity mapping for any  ∈ A;
(ii) X′′ = X′′′X′ for ′′′.
In other words, X is a covariant functor from the small category A to the category
of (locally convex topological) vector spaces. Let X denote the canonical embedding
of X () in ⊕′∈AX (′). The inductive limit lim−→∈A X () (or simply lim−→ X ) is by
deﬁnition the quotient space [⊕∈AX ()]/NX , where NX is the subspace of ⊕∈AX ()
spanned by all elements of the form X x− X′ X′x, x ∈ X (). The canonical mapping
X :X ()→ lim−→ X is deﬁned by the relation 
X
 = jX X , where jX is the canonical
surjection of ⊕∈AX () onto lim−→ X . As usual, we have the following inductive limit
universality property:
Let E be a (locally convex topological) vector space and h be(continuous) linear
mappings from X () to E such that h′X′ = h for any ′. Then there is a
unique (continuous) linear mapping h: lim−→ X → E such that h = h
X
 for any
 ∈ A.
Remark 2.9. Although the above deﬁnitions are quite standard, the properties of such
generalized inductive systems may be very different from those of inductive systems
indexed by directed sets. For example, canonical mappings X may be not injective
even if all connecting morphisms X′ are injective. Indeed, let E be a vector space
and A be the four-element set {,, 
, } with the order deﬁned by the relations 
,
, 
, and . We deﬁne the inductive system X setting X () = X () =
4 In the rest of this section and in Section 5, where abstract inductive systems are discussed, the Greek
letter  is systematically used to denote an element of a partially ordered set A and has nothing in
common with the index of Gelfand–Shilov spaces.
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X (
) = X () = E and X
 = −X = X
 = X = idE , where idE is the identity
mapping. Fix x ∈ E and set z1 = X x− X
 x, z2 = X x+ X x, z3 = X x− X x, and
z4 = X
 x−X x. Obviously z1, . . . , z4 ∈ NX and, therefore, X x = (z1+z2+z3+z4)/2
belongs to NX . This means that X x = 0 for any x ∈ E.
3. Basic deﬁnitions and formulations of main results
We now extend the constructions of the preceding section to the case  = 1 which
is of primary interest to us. By analogy with Deﬁnition 2.1, we introduce suitable test
function spaces associated with cones in Rk .
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let U be a cone in Rk . The Banach space S0,B1,A (U) consists of entire
analytic functions on Ck with the ﬁnite norm
‖f ‖U,A,B = sup
z=x+iy∈Ck
|f (z)| exp(|x/A| − U(Bx)− |By|),
where U(x) = infx′∈U |x−x′| is the distance from x to U. The space S01 (U) is deﬁned
by the relation
S01 (U) =
⋃
A,B>0,W⊃U
S
0,B
1,A (W),
where W runs over all conic neighborhoods of U and the union is endowed with the
inductive limit topology.
For U = Rk , Deﬁnition 3.1 is equivalent to the standard deﬁnition of S01 (Rk) given
in [2]. Therefore, the space S01 (U) is trivial for U = Rk . A sufﬁcient condition for
the nontriviality of S01 (U) will be given in Lemma 3.3. Representation (2.2) for the
spaces S0(W) associated with cones with open projection and Lemma 2.2 obviously
remain valid for  = 1 (in fact, one can show that formula (2.2) holds for  = 1 even
without the assumption that W has an open projection, but we shall not prove this fact
here). As shown in [14], S0(U) with  > 1 are DFS-spaces (we recall that DFS-spaces
are, by deﬁnition, the inductive limits of injective compact sequences of locally convex
spaces). In particular, they (and their duals) are reﬂexive, complete, and Montel spaces
[6]. The following lemma shows that the spaces S01 (U) enjoy the same nice topological
properties.
Lemma 3.2. The space S01 (U) is DFS for any cone U ⊂ Rk .
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Proof. It sufﬁces to show that the inclusion mapping S0,B1,A (U)→ S0,B
′
1,A′ (U) is compact
for any A′ > A, B ′ > B and every cone U ⊂ Rk . Let {fm}m∈N be a sequence of
functions belonging to the unit ball of the space S0,B1,A (U). By Montel’s theorem, this
sequence contains a subsequence {fmn} which converges uniformly on compact sets in
Ck to an entire analytic function f. To prove the statement, it sufﬁces to show that the
sequence {fmn} converges to f in S0,B
′
1,A′ (U). Set U,A,B(x + iy) = −|x/A| +BU(x)+
B|y|, x, y ∈ Rk . Since ‖fmn‖U,A,B1, we have |fmn(z)|eU,A,B(z). Passing to the
limit n → ∞ in this inequality, we conclude that f ∈ S0,B1,A (U) and ‖f ‖U,A,B1.
Further, for any R > 0, we have
‖f − fmn‖U,A′,B ′  eR/A
′
sup
|z|R
|f (z)− fmn(z)|
+‖f − fmn‖U,A,B sup|z|>R e
U,A,B(z)−U,A′,B′ (z)
 eR/A′ sup
|z|R
|f (z)− fmn(z)| + 2e−LR,
where L = min((A′ − A)/A′A,B ′ − B). Choose R(ε) and n(ε) such that 2e−LR(ε) <
ε/2 and eR(ε)/A′ sup|z|R(ε) |f (z) − fmn(z)| < ε/2 for any nn(ε). Then ‖f −
fmn‖U,A′,B ′ < ε for any nn(ε). The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.3. Let U be a cone in Rk . If U is a proper cone, then the space S01 (U) is
nontrivial. If U contains a straight line, then S01 (U) is trivial.
Proof. Let U be a proper cone and l be a linear functional on Rk such that U¯ \ {0} ⊂
{ x ∈ Rk | l(x) > 0}. Then S01 (U) contains the function f (z) = e−l(z) and, therefore,
is nontrivial. Now let U contain a straight line and f ∈ S01 (U). Let W be a conic
neighborhood of U such that f ∈ S0,B1,A (W) for some A,B > 0 and W˜ be the union of
all straight lines contained in W. Clearly, W˜ is a cone with a nonempty interior. For
x ∈ W˜ \ {0} and  ∈ C, we set g() = f (x). It easily follows from Deﬁnition 3.1
that g ∈ S0,B|x|1,A/|x|(R) and hence g ≡ 0. Therefore, f (x) = g(1) = 0, i.e., f vanishes on
W˜ . By the uniqueness theorem, we conclude that f is identically zero. The lemma is
proved. 
Lemma 3.3 suggests that we can try to deﬁne the desired “nontrivialization” U(Rk)
of the space S′01 (R
k) (and, more generally, of the space S′01 (M) over an arbitrary closed
cone M) as the right-hand side of (2.5) with  = 1. We then arrive at the following
deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Let M be a closed cone in Rk . The space U(M) is deﬁned to be the
inductive limit lim−→K∈P(M)
S′01 (K), where P(M) is the set of all nonempty proper closed
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cones contained in M. The elements of U(Rk) are called ultrafunctionals. A closed cone
K is said to be a carrier cone of an ultrafunctional u if the latter belongs to the image
of the canonical mapping from U(K) to U(Rk).
In this deﬁnition, the set P(M) is meant to be ordered by inclusion and the inductive
limit is taken with respect to the natural morphisms K ′,K : S′01 (K ′)→ S′01 (K) which are
deﬁned for K ′ ⊂ K and map the functionals belonging to S′01 (K ′) into their restrictions
to the space S01 (K). The canonical mappings from U(K ′) to U(K) will be denoted by
U
K ′,K . Note that if K is a proper closed cone, then U(K) is canonically isomorphic to
S′01 (K).
We shall see that U(Rk) is Fourier-isomorphic to the space B(Rk) which is known
to have no natural topology. Therefore, the following result is by no means surprising.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a closed cone in Rk containing a straight line. Then the induc-
tive limit topology on U(M) is trivial (i.e., U(M) and ∅ are the only open sets).
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove that any continuous linear functional l on U(M) is equal to
zero. For K ∈ P(M), we denote by K the canonical mapping from S′01 (K) to U(M).
The continuity of l means that the functional lK is continuous on S′01 (K) for any
K ∈ P(M). By Lemma 3.2, the space S01 (K) is reﬂexive for any cone K. Hence for
any K ∈ P(M), there is a function fK ∈ S01 (K) such that lK u = u(fK) for every
u ∈ S′01 (K). If K ′ ⊂ K , then we have
u(fK ′) = lK ′ u = lKK ′,K u = (K ′,Ku)(fK) = u(fK), u ∈ S′01 (K ′)
and, consequently, fK ′ = fK . Choosing K ′ equal to the degenerate cone {0}, we see
that fK = f{0} does not depend on K ∈ P(M) and, therefore, belongs to the space
L =⋂K∈P(M) S01 (K). Let K1, . . . , Kn ∈ P(M) be such that M = K1∪· · ·∪Kn. Since
K1∪···∪Kn(x) = min(K1(x), . . . , Kn(x)) for any x ∈ Rk , it follows from Deﬁnition 3.1
that S01 (M) = S01 (K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kn) = S01 (K1)∩ · · · ∩ S01 (Kn). Hence L ⊂ S01 (M) is trivial
by Lemma 3.3 and fK = 0 for any K ∈ P(M). This means that lK = 0 for every
K ∈ P(M) and, therefore, l = 0. The lemma is proved. 
Thus, there is, in general, no natural way to deﬁne a reasonable topology on U(K).
Because of this, we do not endow these spaces with any topology and consider them
only from algebraic point of view. One of the main results of this paper is that the
ultrafunctionals have the same localization properties as the analytic functionals belong-
ing to S′0 (Rk) with  > 1. More precisely, the following analog of Theorems 2.3–2.5
are valid.
Theorem 3.6. The natural mapping U
K ′,K :U(K ′)→ U(K) is injective for any closed
cones K and K ′ such that K ′ ⊂ K .
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Theorem 3.7. Let {K}∈ be an arbitrary family of carrier cones of an ultrafunc-
tional u. Then
⋂
∈ K is also a carrier cone of u.
Theorem 3.8. Let K1 and K2 be closed cones in Rk and an ultrafunctional u be carried
by K1 ∪K2. Then there are u1,2 ∈ U(Rk) carried by K1,2 such that u = u1 + u2.
These theorems will be proved in Section 5.
Remark 3.9. The spaces U(K) determine a ﬂabby sheaf on the sphere Sk−1 in the
same way as the spaces S′0 (K) (see Remark 2.7).
For u ∈ S′01 (K), one can in a standard way deﬁne the operators of partial differentia-
tion and multiplication by an entire function g of infra-exponential type (i.e., satisfying
the bound |g(z)|Cεeε|z| for every ε > 0):
u/xj (f ) = −u(f/xj ), (gu)(f ) = u(gf ), f ∈ S01 (K), j = 1, . . . , k.
These operations are obviously compatible with the connecting morphisms K ′,K and,
therefore, can be lifted to the spaces U(K) over arbitrary closed cones. Let  > 1.
The natural mappings from S′0 (K) to S′01 (K) taking functionals in S′0 (K) to their
restrictions to S01 (K) are compatible with the connecting morphisms 

K ′,K and K ′,K
and in view of (2.5) determine a mapping from S′0 (K) to U(K) for any closed cone
K. Below we shall see that these mappings are injective, i.e., the space S′0 (K) can be
regarded as a subspace of U(K).
We now describe the construction of the Fourier transformation of hyperfunctions. As
a ﬁrst step, we consider the Laplace transformation of analytic functionals on the spaces
S01 (K) over convex proper closed cones. In the rest of this section, we identify S′01 (K)
with U(K) for K ∈ P(Rk). For brevity, the natural embeddings U
K,Rk
:U(K)→ U(Rk)
and 
K,Rk
: S′0 (K)→ S′0 (Rk) will be denoted by K and K respectively. Let 〈·, ·〉 be
a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form on Rk . Given a cone U ⊂ Rk , we denote by
U∗ its dual cone { x ∈ Rk | 〈x, 〉0 for any  ∈ U }. Note that U∗ is always closed
and convex. A cone U is proper if and only if U∗ has a nonempty interior. If V is an
open cone, then the function ei〈·,〉 belongs to S01 (V ∗) for every  ∈ T V def= Rk + iV .
Given an open set O ⊂ Rk , we denote by A(O) the space of functions analytic in
an open set T O ⊂ Ck . The space A(O) is endowed with the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subsets of T O .
Theorem 3.10. Let K be a convex proper closed cone in Rk and V = intK∗. For
any u ∈ U(K), the function  → u(ei〈·,〉) is analytic in T V . The linear mapping
LK :U(K) → A(V ) taking u ∈ U(K) to this function is a topological
isomorphism.
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The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 4. The function LV u is called
the Laplace transform of u. By deﬁnition, we have
(LKu)() = u(ei〈·,〉),  ∈ Rk + i intK∗. (3.1)
For an open cone V ⊂ Rk , we denote by bV the linear mapping taking functions in
A(V ) to their boundary values in the space of hyperfunctions B(Rk). Let K,K ′ ⊂ Rk
be proper convex closed cones, V = intK∗, and V ′ = intK ′∗. If K ′ ⊂ K , then
LK K ′,K u is the restriction of LK ′ u to T V for any u ∈ S′01 (K ′). This implies that
bV ′LK ′ = bVLK UK ′,K , and by the inductive limit universality property, 5 there is a
unique mapping F :U(Rk)→ B(Rk) such that
FV ∗ = bVLV ∗ (3.2)
for any open convex cone V ⊂ Rk .
Theorem 3.11. The operator F maps U(Rk) isomorphically onto B(Rk).
This theorem will be proved in Section 6. The operator F is naturally interpreted as
the inverse Fourier transformation of hyperfunctions. Indeed, for any j = 1, . . . , k and
u ∈ U(Rk), we obviously have the standard relations
F
[
u
xj
]
() = −ij [Fu](), F
[
xju
]
() = −i [Fu]
j
.
Moreover, the restriction of F−1 to ultradistributions of the class S′0 (Rk) coincides with
the ordinary Fourier transformation determined via duality by the Fourier transformation
of test functions. More precisely, let  > 1 and the Fourier transformation fˆ of a test
function f ∈ S0 (Rk) be deﬁned by the relation fˆ (x) =
∫
f ()e〈x,〉 d. As mentioned
in Section 2, the mapping f → fˆ is a topological isomorphism from S0 (Rk) onto
S0(R
k). Let F denote its dual mapping acting on generalized functions. Then we
have
Fe = iF, (3.3)
where e: S′0 (Rk) → U(Rk) and i: S′0 (Rk) → B(Rk) are canonical mappings (see
[7] for the construction of the natural embedding of ultradistributions into the space
of hyperfunctions). To prove (3.3), we recall some results concerning the Laplace
transformation of analytic functionals belonging to the spaces S′0 with  > 1. For an
5 Note that in the deﬁnition of U(Rk), it sufﬁces to take the inductive limit over all proper convex
closed cones in Rk because the convex hull of a proper closed cone is again a proper closed cone.
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open cone V, we denote by A(V ) the Fréchet space consisting of functions analytic
in T V and having the ﬁnite norms
|||v|||V ′,ε,R = sup
∈T V ′ , ||R
|v()| exp[−ε||−1/(−1)],  = Im 
for any ε, R > 0 and every compact subcone V ′ of V. The following result has been
established in [14].
Theorem 3.12. Let  > 1, K be a convex proper closed cone in Rk , and V = intK∗.
For any u ∈ S′0 (K), the function T V   → u(ei〈·,〉) belongs to A(V ). The linear
mapping LK : S′0 (K) → A(V ) taking u ∈ S′0 (K) to this function is a topological
isomorphism. The function (LKu)(· + i) tends to FK u in the topology of S′0 (Rk)
as → 0 inside a ﬁxed compact subcone V ′ of V.
This theorem implies the existence, for every open convex cone V, of the continuous
boundary value operator bV :A(V )→ S′0 (Rk) satisfying the relation
FV ∗ = bVLV ∗ . (3.4)
Let jV be the inclusion of A(V ) into A(V ) and eK be the canonical mapping from
S′0 (K) to U(K) (in particular, eRk = e). By deﬁnition of the mappings eK , LK , andLK , we have the relations jVLV ∗ = LV ∗eV ∗ and KeK = eK for any open convex
cone V and every closed cone K. Theorem 11.5 of [7] ensures that for an open convex
cone V, the boundary values of functions in A(V ) in the sense of ultradistributions
coincide with those in the sense of hyperfunctions. This means that ibV = bV jV . It
follows from these relations and formulas (3.2) and (3.4) that
iFV ∗ = ibVLV ∗ = bV jVLV ∗ = bVLV ∗eV ∗ = FV ∗eV ∗ = FeV ∗
for any open convex cone V. Relation (3.3) now follows from the inductive limit
universality property.
Lemma 3.13. The canonical mapping eK : S′0 (K)→ U(K) is injective for any closed
cone K ⊂ Rk .
Proof. For K = Rk , the statement follows from (3.3) because the Fourier operator
F is an isomorphism and the canonical mapping i: S′0 (Rk) → B(Rk) is injective
by Theorem 7.5 of [7]. The injectivity of eK for an arbitrary K now follows from the
relation KeK = eK and the injectivity of the natural mapping K : S′0 (K)→ S′0 (Rk)
ensured by Theorem 2.3. The lemma is proved. 
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We end this section by establishing the connection between the analytic wave front
set (singular spectrum) of hyperfunctions and of their Fourier transforms.
Lemma 3.14. Let an ultrafunctional u be carried by a closed convex proper cone K ⊂
Rk and let f = Fu. Then the analytic wave front set WFA(f ) of the hyperfunction f
satisﬁes the relation
WFA(f ) ⊂ Rk × (K \ {0}).
Proof. Theorem 9.3.3 of [4] implies that WFA(bV v) ⊂ Rk×(V ∗\{0}) for any connected
open cone V and every v ∈ A(V ). Hence the assertion of the lemma follows because
by deﬁnition of the Fourier operator F , we have f = bintK∗ LKK u. 
Lemma 3.14 strengthens analogous results for tempered distributions and ultradistri-
butions given by Lemma 8.4.17 of [4] and Lemma 2 of [15], respectively.
4. Spaces S01 (K) over proper cones
In this section, we show that the properties (a)–(c) listed in Section 2 hold also for
the spaces S′01 (K) and the mappings K ′,K provided that all involved cones are proper.
The veriﬁcation of these properties constitutes the “functional analytic” part of the proof
of Theorems 3.6–3.8. In the end of this section, we prove Theorem 3.10 describing the
Laplace transformation of ultrafunctionals carried by proper convex closed cones.
As above, let 〈·, ·〉 be a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form on Rk . For any
x, y ∈ Rk , we have |〈x, y〉|a|x||y|, where
a = sup
|x|, |y|1
|〈x, y〉|. (4.1)
Lemma 4.1. Let A,B > 0, U be a cone in Rk , and W be a conic neighborhood of U.
Suppose  ∈ Rk is such that || < 1/Aa, where a is given by (4.1). Then the function
e〈·,〉f belongs to S01 (U) for any f ∈ S0,B1,A (W) and the mapping f → e〈·,〉f from
S
0,B
1,A (W) to S
0
1 (U) is continuous.
Proof. Let f ∈ S0,B1,A (W) and  ∈ Rk be such that || < 1/Aa. Then
|e〈z,〉f (z)|‖f ‖U,A,B exp[−(1/A− a||)|x| + BU(x)+ B|y|], z = x + iy.
Therefore, e〈·,〉f ∈ S0,B1,A′(W), where A′ = A/(1−Aa||), and the mapping f → e〈·,〉f
from S0,B1,A (W) to S
0,B
1,A′(W) is continuous. It remains to note that the space S
0,B
1,A′(W)
is continuously embedded into S01 (U). 
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Corollary 4.2. Let A,B > 0 and U be a cone in Rk . Then for every f ∈ S01 (U), there
is an ε > 0 such that f e〈·,〉 ∈ S01 (U) for any  ∈ Rk with || < ε.
Let U be a cone in Rk , 1, and  ∈ intU∗. We denote by M, U the continuous
mapping f → f e−〈·,〉 from S0(U) to S01 (U).
Lemma 4.3. Let U,U ′ be nonempty proper cones in Rk such that U ′ ⊂ U . Then the
space S01 (U) is dense in the space S01 (U ′).
Proof. Fix  > 1 and let f ∈ S01 (U ′). By Corollary 4.2, there is an  ∈ intU∗ such
that f e〈·,〉 ∈ S01 (U ′). This means that f belongs to the image ImM, U ′ of the mapping
M

, U ′ . It follows from Theorem 2.3 that S
0
(U) is dense in S0(U ′). Since the image
of the closure of a set under a continuous mapping is contained in the closure of its
image, we have the inclusions ImM, U ′ ⊂ ImM, U ⊂ S01 (U), where the bar stands
for closure in S01 (U ′). This implies that f ∈ S01 (U). Since f ∈ S01 (U ′) is arbitrary, the
lemma is proved. 
Corollary 4.4. Let K,K ′ be closed proper cones in Rk such that K ′ ⊂ K . Then the
natural mapping K ′,K : S′01 (K ′)→ S′01 (K) is injective.
Corollary 4.5. Let U be a cone in Rk and U ′ be a proper cone containing a conic
neighborhood of U. A functional u ∈ S′01 (U ′) has a continuous extension to S01 (U) if
and only if u can be extended to every space S01 (W), where W is a conic neighborhood
of U contained in U ′.
Proof. Only the sufﬁciency part of the statement needs proving. If W ⊂ U ′ is a conic
neighborhood of U, we denote by uW the extension of u to S01 (W). By Lemma 4.3, the
functionals uW are uniquely deﬁned and are compatible with the inclusion mappings
(i.e., if U ⊂ W ⊂ W ′ ⊂ U ′, then uW ′ is the restriction of uW to S01 (W ′)). As
mentioned in Section 3, Lemma 2.2 remains valid for  = 0. Moreover, the union in
(2.3) obviously can be taken only over conic neighborhoods of U contained in U ′.
The functionals uW therefore determine a functional u˜ ∈ S′01 (U) such that uW are
restrictions of u˜ to S01 (W). Since uW are extensions of u, we conclude that u˜ is an
extension of u and the corollary is proved. 
Lemma 4.6. Let K1 and K2 be nonempty proper closed cones in Rk such that K1∪K2
is a proper cone. Then for every f ∈ S01 (K1∩K2), there are f1,2 ∈ S01 (K1,2) such that
f = f1 + f2.
Proof. Let A,B > 0 be such that f ∈ S0,B1,A (K1 ∩K2). Fix  > 1 and choose  ∈ Rk
such that ||1/Aa and  ∈ int (K1 ∪K2)∗. Then the function g = f e〈·,〉 belongs to
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S01 (K1 ∩K2) and, consequently, to S0(K1 ∩K2). As shown in [13] (see also Lemma 1
of [12]), there are g1,2 ∈ S0(K1,2) such that g = g1 + g2. Set f1,2 = g1,2e−〈·,〉. Then
f1,2 ∈ S01 (K1,2) and f = f1 + f2. The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 4.7. Let K1 and K2 be closed cones in Rk . Then for every u ∈ S′01 (K1 ∪K2),
one can ﬁnd u1,2 ∈ S′01 (K1,2) such that u = K1,K1∪K2u1 + K2,K1∪K2u2.
Proof. Let l: S01 (K1 ∪ K2) → S01 (K1) ⊕ S01 (K2) and m: S01 (K1) ⊕ S01 (K2) → S01 (K1 ∩
K2) be the continuous linear mappings taking f to (f, f ) and (f1, f2) to f1 − f2,
respectively. The mapping l has a closed image because by Deﬁnition 3.1, we have
S01 (K1) ∩ S01 (K2) = S01 (K1 ∪K2) and, therefore, Im l = Kerm. In view of Lemma 3.2
this implies that the space Im l is DFS. 6 By the open mapping theorem, the linear
functional (f, f )→ u(f ) is continuous on Im l and by the Hahn–Banach theorem, there
exists a continuous extension v of this functional to the whole of S01 (K1) ⊕ S01 (K2).
Let u1 and u2 be the restrictions of v to S01 (K1) and S01 (K2), respectively. Then for
any f ∈ S01 (K1 ∪ K2), we have u(f ) = v(f, f ) = u1(f ) + u2(f ). This means that
u = K1,K1∪K2u1 + K2,K1∪K2u2 and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 4.8. Let K1 and K2 be proper closed cones in Rk such that K1 ∪ K2 is a
proper cone. Let u1,2 ∈ S′01 (K1,2) be such that K1,K1∪K2u1 = K2,K1∪K2u2. Then
there is a u ∈ S′01 (K1 ∩K2) such that u1 = K1∩K2,K1 u and u2 = K1∩K2,K2 u.
Proof. Let the mappings l and m be as in the proof of Lemma 4.7. By Lemma 4.6, the
mapping m is surjective and by the open mapping theorem, S01 (K1∩K2) is topologically
isomorphic to the quotient space (S01 (K1) ⊕ S01 (K2))/Kerm. Let v be the continuous
linear functional on S01 (K1) ⊕ S01 (K2) deﬁned by the relation v(f1, f2) = u1(f1) −
u2(f2). The condition K1,K1∪K2u1 = K2,K1∪K2u2 means that u1(f ) = u2(f ) for
every f ∈ S01 (K1 ∪ K2). We therefore have Ker v ⊃ Im l. Since Kerm = Im l (see
the proof of Lemma 4.7), this inclusion implies the existence of a functional u ∈
S′01 (K1 ∩K2) such that v = um. If f1,2 ∈ S01 (K1,2), then we have u(f1) = v(f1, 0) =
u1(f1) and u(f2) = v(0,−f2) = u2(f2). The lemma is proved. 
Corollary 4.9. Let {K}∈ be a family of closed cones in Rk , K ⊂ Rk be a proper
closed cone such that K ⊂ K for every  ∈ , and K˜ =⋂∈ K. Let {u}∈ be
a family of functionals such that u ∈ S′01 (K) and K,K u = K′ ,K u′ for every
,′ ∈ . Then there is a u ∈ S′01 (K˜) such that u = K˜,Ku for every  ∈ .
Proof. If  is ﬁnite, then the statement follows by induction from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.3.
Now let  be arbitrary and K ′ ⊃ K be a proper closed cone containing a conic
6 Recall that the direct sum of a ﬁnite family of DFS spaces and a closed subspace of a DFS space
are again DFS spaces, see [6].
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neighborhood of K˜ . Clearly, the functional v = K,K ′(u) does not depend on the
choice of  ∈ . Let W ⊂ K ′ be a conic neighborhood of K˜ . By standard compactness
arguments, there is a ﬁnite family 1, . . . ,n ∈  such that M = ⋂nj=1Kj ⊂ W .
Since this corollary holds for ﬁnite , we conclude that v has a continuous extension
to S01 (M) and, therefore, to S01 (W). Corollary 4.5 now ensures that v has a continuous
extension u to S01 (K˜). By Lemma 4.3, K˜,Ku coincides with u for any  ∈ 
because both functionals have the same restriction to S01 (K ′). The corollary is proved.

To prove Theorem 3.10, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Let V be a convex open cone in Rk and K = V ∗. Suppose a mapping
V  y → uy ∈ S′01 (K) is such that e−〈·,
′〉u = u+′ for any , ′ ∈ V . Then there is
a unique u ∈ S′01 (K) such that u = e−〈·,〉u for any  ∈ V .
Proof. Let A,B > 0, W be a conic neighborhood of K, and  ∈ Rk be such that
||1/Aa, where a is deﬁned by (4.1). We denote by LW,A,B the mapping f →
e〈·,〉f from S0,B1,A (W) to S01 (K). Lemma 4.1 shows that this mapping is well deﬁned
and continuous. Let  ∈ V be such that ||1/Aa. We deﬁne the continuous functional
uW,A,B on S
0,B
1,A (W) by the relation
uW,A,B(f ) = u(LW,A,B f ), f ∈ S0,B1,A (W).
Although  enters in the expression in the right-hand side, uW,A,B actually does not
depend on the choice of . Indeed, let ′ ∈ V be such that |′|1/Aa. Set ′′ = t′,
where 0 < t < 1. Since V is open, − ′′ ∈ V for t sufﬁciently small, and we have
u(L

W,A,B f ) = u
′′+(−′′)(e〈·,〉f ) = u′′(e〈·,′′〉f )
= u′′+(′−′′)(e〈·,′〉f ) = u′(L′W,A,B f )
for any f ∈ S0,B1,A (W). Let A′ > A, B ′ > B, and W ′ ⊂ W . If  ∈ V satisﬁes the bound
||1/A′a, then LW,A,B is the restriction of LW ′,A′,B ′ to S0,B1,A (W) and we have
uW,A,B(f ) = u(LW,A,B f ) = u(LW ′,A′,B ′ f ) = uW ′,A′,B ′(f ), f ∈ S0,B1,A (W).
Thus, the functionals uW,A,B are compatible with the embeddings S0,B1,A (W)→S0,B
′
1,A′ (W
′)
and, therefore, determine a functional u ∈ S′01 (K). Let , ′ ∈ V be such that |′|1/Aa
and − ′ ∈ V . Fix f ∈ S01 (K) and choose A,B > 0 and a conic neighborhood W of
K such that the function e−〈·,〉f belongs to S0,B1,A (W). We then obtain
(e−〈·,〉u)(f ) = uW,A,B(e−〈·,〉f ) = u′(e−〈·,−′〉f ) = u(f ).
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This means that e−〈·,〉u = u. It remains to prove the uniqueness of u. Suppose
u′ ∈ S′01 (K) is such that e−〈·,〉u′ = u for any  ∈ V . Then v = u′ − u satisﬁes the
relation e−〈·,〉v = 0 for any  ∈ V . Let f ∈ S01 (K). By Corollary 4.2, there is an
 ∈ V such that e〈·,〉f ∈ S01 (K). We therefore have v(f ) = (e−〈·,〉v)(e〈·,〉f ) = 0.
Thus, v = 0 and the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. As in the preceding section, we identify U(K) with S′01 (K).
Fix  > 1. For u ∈ S′01 (K) and  ∈ V , we deﬁne the functional v ∈ S′0 (K) by the
relation v(f ) = u(e−〈·,〉f ), f ∈ S0(K). We then have
(LKu)(+ i) = v(ei〈·,〉) = (LKv)(),  ∈ T V (4.2)
and in view of Theorem 3.12 the function (LKu)(·+i) is analytic in T V . Since  ∈ V
is arbitrary, this implies that LKu is analytic in T V . If LKu = 0, then by (4.2) we have
LKv = 0 for any  ∈ V . This implies that v = 0 for any  ∈ V because the Laplace
transformation LK is injective by Theorem 3.12. Denoting by u the restriction of v to
S01 (K) and applying the uniqueness part of Lemma 4.10, we conclude that u = 0. Thus,
the operator LK is injective. The mapping u→ v from S′01 (K) to S′0 (K) is continuous
for any  ∈ V being the dual mapping of the continuous mapping f → e−〈·,〉f . It
therefore follows from (4.2) and Theorem 3.12 that the mapping u → (LKu)(· + i)
is continuous as a mapping from S′01 (K) to A(V ) and, consequently, as a mapping
from S′01 (K) to A(V ). This implies the continuity of LK because for every compact
set K ⊂ T V , one can ﬁnd an  ∈ V such that K −  ⊂ T V . We now prove the
surjectivity of LK . Let v ∈ A(V ). Clearly, v(· + i) ∈ A(V ) for any  ∈ V . We set
v = (LK)−1v(· + i) and denote by u the restrictions of v to S01 (K). For every
 ∈ V and  ∈ T V , we have
(LKu)() = u(ei〈·,〉) = v(ei〈·,〉) = (LKv)() = v(+ i).
Hence it follows that
LK(e−〈·,′〉u) = (LKu)(· + i′) = v(· + i(+ ′)) = LKu+′ , , ′ ∈ V
and in view of the injectivity of LK we have e−〈·,′〉u = u+′ . By Lemma 4.10, there
is a u ∈ S′01 (K) such that u = e−〈·,〉u for any  ∈ V . Fix  =  + i ∈ T V and
choose ′ ∈ V such that − ′ ∈ V . Then we have
(LKu)() = (e−〈·,′〉u)(ei〈·,+i(−′)〉) = (LKu′)(+ i(− ′)) = v().
Thus, LKu = v and, consequently, LK is a continuous one-to-one mapping. Since both
S′01 (K) and A(V ) are Fréchet spaces, the continuity of the inverse operator L−1K is
ensured by the open mapping theorem. Theorem 3.10 is proved. 
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5. Localizable inductive systems
The results of the preceding section show that the localization properties described
by Theorems 3.6–3.8 hold for ultrafunctionals carried by proper closed cones. To prove
these theorems in their full volume, we have to show that the properties of the in-
ductive system S formed by the spaces S′01 (K) over proper closed cones are inherited
by the inductive system U formed by the spaces U(K) over arbitrary closed cones.
We shall obtain the desired localization properties of U as a consequence of a more
general algebraic construction formulated in terms of (pre)localizable inductive systems
introduced by Deﬁnition 5.3 below. In contrast to Section 4, all considerations in this
section are purely algebraic.
Recall that a partially ordered set A is called a lattice if every two-element subset
{1, 2} of the set A has a supremum 1 ∨ 2 and an inﬁmum 1 ∧ 2. A lattice A is
called distributive if 1 ∧ (2 ∨ 3) = (1 ∧ 2) ∨ (1 ∧ 3) for any 1, 2, 3 ∈ A.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let A be a partially ordered set. We say that A is a quasi-lattice if every
two-element subset of A has an inﬁmum and every bounded above two-element subset
of A has a supremum. We say that a quasi-lattice A is distributive if 1 ∧ (2 ∨ 3) =
(1 ∧ 2) ∨ (1 ∧ 3) for every bounded above pair 2, 3 ∈ A and every 1 ∈ A.
Clearly, every (distributive) lattice is a (distributive) quasi-lattice. If A is a distributive
lattice, then we have
(1 ∨ 2) ∧ (1 ∨ 3) = ((1 ∨ 2) ∧ 1) ∨ ((1 ∨ 2) ∧ 3)
= 1 ∨ ((1 ∧ 3) ∨ (2 ∧ 3)) = 1 ∨ (2 ∧ 3)
for any 1, 2, 3 ∈ A. By induction, it follows that
inf
∈
( ∨ ) =  ∨ inf
∈
 (5.1)
for any  ∈ A and every nonempty ﬁnite family {}∈ of elements of A.
Deﬁnition 5.2. We call a lattice A inﬁnitely distributive if every nonempty subset of A
has an inﬁmum and condition (5.1) is satisﬁed for an arbitrary (not necessarily ﬁnite)
family {}∈ of elements of A.
Note that a distributive lattice may be not inﬁnitely distributive even if all its subsets
have an inﬁmum (see, e.g., [3, Section II.4, Exercises 17 and 18]).
We call a nondecreasing mapping  from a quasi-lattice A into a quasi-lattice B
a morphism of quasi-lattices if (1 ∧ 2) = (1) ∧ (2) for any 1, 2 ∈ A and
(1 ∨ 2) = (1) ∨ (2) for every bounded above pair 1, 2 ∈ A.
In the rest of this section, we study abstract inductive systems of vector spaces
indexed by (quasi-)lattices and systematically use the corresponding notation introduced
in the end of Section 2.
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Deﬁnition 5.3. An inductive system X of vector spaces over a quasi-lattice A is called
to be prelocalizable if the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(I) The mappings X′ are injective for any , ′ ∈ A, ′.(II) If a pair 1, 2 ∈ A is bounded above and x ∈ X (1 ∨ 2), then there are
x1, 2 ∈ X (1, 2) such that x = X1, 1∨2(x1)+ X2, 1∨2(x2).(III) If a pair 1, 2 ∈ A is bounded above by an element  ∈ A, x1, 2 ∈ X (1, 2), and
X1, (x1) = X2, (x2), then there is an x ∈ X (1∧2) such that x1 = X1∧2, 1(x)
and x2 = X1∧2, 2(x).
We say that the inductive system X is localizable if every nonempty subset of A has
an inﬁmum and instead of (III) the following stronger condition is satisﬁed:
(III′) Let {}∈ be a nonempty family of elements of A bounded above by an  ∈ A,
and let a family {x}∈ be such that x ∈ X () and X, (x) = X′ , (x′)
for any ,′ ∈ . Then there is an x ∈ X (˜) (˜ = inf∈ ) such that
x = X˜, (x) for any  ∈ .
Let M be a closed cone in Rk . The (ordered by inclusion) set P(M) of all proper
closed cones contained in M is a distributive quasi-lattice, while the set K(M) of
all closed cones contained in M is an inﬁnitely distributive lattice. As shown by the
properties (a)–(c) listed in Section 2, the inductive system over K(Rk) formed by the
spaces S′0 (K) ( > 1) is prelocalizable (in fact, it is even localizable, see the paragraph
following the formulation of Theorem 2.5).
A subset I of a quasi-lattice A will be called ∧-closed if 1∧2 ∈ I for any 1, 2 ∈ I .
If I is a ﬁnite subset of a quasi-lattice A, then one can ﬁnd a ﬁnite ∧-closed set I ′ ⊂ A
containing I (for instance, the set consisting of inﬁma of all subsets of I can be taken
as I ′).
Lemma 5.4. Let A be a distributive lattice,  ∈ A, and X be a prelocalizable inductive
system over X . Suppose I is a ∧-closed subset of A such that ′ for any ′ ∈ I
and  = 1 ∨ · · · ∨ n for some 1, . . . , n ∈ I . Then the space X () is canonically
isomorphic to lim−→′∈I
X (′).
The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to the algebraic part of the proof
of Lemma 2.8 and is omitted. The following result is an immediate consequence of
Corollary 4.4, Lemma 4.7, and Corollary 4.9.
Lemma 5.5. The inductive system S over P(Rk) formed by the spaces S′01 (K) is lo-
calizable.
Theorems 3.6–3.8 can be reformulated in terms of localizable inductive systems as
follows.
Theorem 5.6. The inductive system U over K(Rk) formed by the spaces U(K) is
localizable.
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Let X be an inductive system over a partially ordered set A. For every I ⊂ A,
we deﬁne the inductive system X I over I setting X I () = X () and X I′ = X′ for
, ′ ∈ I , ′ (i.e., X I is the “restriction” of X to I). If I ⊂ J ⊂ A, then there
are canonical mappings XI, J : lim−→ X
I → lim−→ X
J satisfying the relation XI, JX
I
 = X J
for any  ∈ I . Let  be a nondecreasing mapping from A to a partially ordered set B.
With every  ∈ B we associate the set A = { ∈ A | ()} and deﬁne the inductive
system (X ) over B setting (X )() = lim−→X
A and (X )
′ = XA, A′ for ,
′ ∈ B,
′. 
The inclusion mapping :P(Rk) → K(Rk) is clearly a morphism of quasi-lattices.
By deﬁnition of the inductive system U , we have U = (S) and, therefore, Theorem 5.6
follows from the following more general statement.
Theorem 5.7. Let A be a distributive quasi-lattice, B be a distributive lattice and
:A → B be an injective quasi-lattice morphism such that every element  ∈ B is
representable in the form  = (1) ∨ · · · ∨ (n), where 1, . . . , n ∈ A. If X is a
prelocalizable inductive system of vector spaces over A, then (X ) is a prelocalizable
inductive system of vector spaces over B. If X is a localizable inductive system over A
and the lattice B is inﬁnitely distributive, then the inductive system (X ) is localizable.
The proof of Theorem 5.7 is given in Appendix A.
Remark 5.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.7, for every quasi-lattice morphism
 from A to a distributive lattice L, there is a unique lattice morphism :B → L such
that  = . This means that B is the free distributive lattice over the partially ordered
set A (see [3, Section I.5, Deﬁnition 2]).
Let K1, . . . , Kn be convex closed proper cones in Rk such that
⋃n
i=1Ki = Rk and
let I be the set consisting of all intersections of the cones K1, . . . , Kn. It follows from
Theorems 3.10 and 5.6 and Lemma 5.4 that U(Rk) is canonically isomorphic to the
space lim−→K∈I
A(intK∗). In the next section, we shall establish the bijectivity of the
Fourier transformation by proving that for some choice of the cones Ki , the latter
space is isomorphic to B(Rk). To this end, we shall need to pass from the above
inductive limit representation of U(Rk) to another representation similar to that given
by Martineau’s edge of the wedge theorem for hyperfunctions. We conclude this section
by describing the corresponding procedure in terms of abstract inductive systems.
Recall [3] that a partially ordered set A is called a lower semilattice if every two-
element subset {1, 2} of the set A has an inﬁmum 1 ∧ 2. Recall also that a subset
I of a partially ordered set A is called coﬁnal in A if every element of A is majorized
by an element of I.
Lemma 5.9. Let T be a set, A be a lower semilattice, X be an inductive system over
A, and  be a mapping from T to A such that (T ) is coﬁnal in A. Let N be the
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subspace of ⊕∈TX (()) spanned by all vectors of the form
jX()∧(′), ()x − j′X()∧(′), (′)x, (5.2)
where , ′ ∈ T , x ∈ X (() ∧ (′)), and j is the canonical embedding of X (())
into ⊕∈TX (()). Then we have a natural isomorphism
⊕∈TX (())/N " lim−→ X .
The proof of Lemma 5.9 is given in Appendix B.
Corollary 5.10. Let A be a ﬁnite lower semilattice and X be an inductive system over
A. Let 1, . . . , n be a family of elements of A containing all maximal elements of A
and N be the subspace of ⊕ni=1X (i ) consisting of the vectors (x1, . . . , xn) whose
components are representable in the form
xi =
n∑
l=1
jlXi∧l , l xil , i = 1, . . . , n, (5.3)
where xil ∈ X (i ∧ l ), xil = −xli , and ji is the canonical embedding of X (i ) into
⊕ni=1 X (i ). Then we have a natural isomorphism
⊕ni=1 X (i )/N " lim−→ X .
Proof. Obviously, a subset I of a ﬁnite partially ordered set A is coﬁnal in A if and
only if it contains all maximal elements of A, and in view of Lemma 5.9 it sufﬁces to
show that N coincides with the subspace N ′ of ⊕ni=1 X (i ) spanned by the vectors of
the form jiXi∧l , i y − jlXi∧l , l y with y ∈ X (i ∧ l ). Let x ∈ N ′. Then we have
x =
n∑
i,l=1
(jiXi∧l , i yil − jlXi∧l , l yil) =
n∑
i=1
ji
n∑
l=1
Xi∧l , i (yil − yli),
where yil ∈ X (i ∧ l ). Setting xil = yil − yli , we see that the components of x
have form (5.3) and, therefore, x ∈ N . Conversely, let x be the element of N whose
components have form (5.3). Then in view of the antisymmetry of xil we have
x =
n∑
i=1
ji
n∑
l=1
Xi∧l , i xil =
1
2
n∑
i,l=1
(jiXi∧l , i xil − jlXi∧l , l xil)
and, therefore, x ∈ N ′. Thus, N = N ′ and the corollary is proved. 
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6. Bijectivity of Fourier transformation
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 3.11.
We ﬁrst consider the one-dimensional case, when the spaces of hyperfunctions and
ultrafunctionals have very simple structure and the bijectivity of F can be derived
immediately from Theorem 3.10 without any reference to algebraic constructions of
the preceding section. Let H(V ) denote the space of functions holomorphic in an open
set V ⊂ C. According to Sato’s deﬁnition, hyperfunctions on an open set O ⊂ R are the
elements of the quotient space H(V \O)/H(V ), where V is an open set in C containing
O as a relatively closed subset and H(V ) is assumed to be embedded in H(V \ O)
via the restriction mapping. It is important that all such quotient spaces are naturally
isomorphic to each other and, therefore, this deﬁnition actually does not depend on the
choice of V (see, e.g., Section 2 of [8] or Section 3.1 of [9]). In particular, we can
set B(R) = H(C \ R)/H(C). For v ∈ H(C \ R), we denote by [v] the corresponding
element of B(R). Let the operators j±:H(C±)→ H(C\R) be deﬁned by the relations
(j±v±)() =
{
v±() for  ∈ C±
0 for  ∈ C∓ , v± ∈ H(C±).
The boundary value operators bR± :A(R±) → B(R) and bR:A(R) → B(R) are given
by
bR±v± = ±[j±v±], bRv = bR+(v|C+) = bR−(v|C−), (6.1)
where v± ∈ A(R±), v ∈ A(R), and v|C± are the restrictions of v to C± (note
that A(R±) = H(C±) and A(R) = H(C)). By Theorem 3.10 and the deﬁnition
of U(R), the Laplace operators LK determine an isomorphic mapping L:U(R) →
lim−→K∈P(R)
A(intK∗). The set P(R) contains only three elements: R¯+, R¯−, and {0}.
By deﬁnition of the inductive limit, we have
lim−→
K∈P(R)
A(intK∗) = (A(R)⊕A(R+)⊕A(R−))/N,
where N is the subspace of A(R)⊕A(R+)⊕A(R−) spanned by the vectors of the form
(v,−v|C+ , 0) and (v, 0,−v|C−) with v ∈ A(R). Let the mapping s˜:A(R)⊕A(R+)⊕
A(R−)→ B(R) be deﬁned by the relation
s˜(v, v+, v−) = bRv + bR+v+ + bR−v− (6.2)
and let s: lim−→K∈P (R)
A(intK∗) → B(R) be the mapping induced by s˜. By deﬁnition
of the Fourier operator F , we have F = sL. Thus, to prove the bijectivity of F , it
sufﬁces to show that s is one-to-one. In other words, we have to show that (v, v+, v−) ∈
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N if s˜(v, v+, v−) = 0. In view of (6.1) and (6.2), the last condition means that
[j+(v|C+)] + [j+v+] − [j−v−] = 0. In other words, there is a u ∈ A(R) such that
v|C+ + v+ = u|C+ and −v− = u|C− . This implies that
(v, v+, v−) = (v − u,−(v − u)|C+ , 0)+ (u, 0,−u|C−).
Thus, (v, v+, v−) ∈ N and Theorem 3.11 is proved for the case k = 1.
Let us now consider the general case. With every set x1, . . . , xl of vectors in Rk
we associate the cone K(x1, . . . , xl) = { x ∈ Rk | x = t1x1 + · · · + tlxl, ti0 }. Let
x1, . . . , xk+1 be vectors in Rk such that K(x1, . . . , xk+1) = Rk . For i, j = 1, . . . , k+1,
i %= j , we set
Ei = {  ∈ Rk | 〈, xi〉0 },
Ki = K(x1, . . . , xˆi , . . . xk+1), Kij = K(x1, . . . , xˆi , . . . , xˆj , . . . xk+1),
i = E1 ∩ · · · ∩ Eˆi ∩ · · · ∩ Ek+1, Vij = E1 ∩ · · · ∩ Eˆi ∩ · · · ∩ Eˆj ∩ · · · ∩ Ek+1,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form on Rk entering in the deﬁ-
nitions of the Fourier and Laplace transformations and the hat means that an element
is omitted. It is easy to see that
⋃k+1
i=1 Ki = Rk and Ki ∩Kj = Kij . Furthermore, we
have i = intK∗i and Vij = intK∗ij . Let I denote the ﬁnite set consisting of all possible
intersections of the cones K1, . . . , Kk+1. By Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 5.6, there is a
natural isomorphism l:U(Rk) → lim−→K∈I U(K). By Theorem 3.10, the Laplace opera-
tors LK determine an isomorphic mapping L: lim−→K∈I U(K) → lim−→K∈I A(intK
∗). Let
N be the subspace of ⊕k+1i=1A(i ) consisting of the elements (v1, . . . , vk+1) such that
vi =
k+1∑
j=1
vij ,
where vij = −vji belong to A(Vij ). By Corollary 5.10, we have a natural isomorphism
m: lim−→K∈I
A(intK∗) → ⊕k+1i=1A(i )/N . Let b˜ be the mapping from ⊕k+1i=1A(i ) to
B(Rk) deﬁned by the relation
b˜(v1, . . . , vk+1) =
k+1∑
i=1
bivi ,
where bi are the boundary value operators. Obviously, we have the inclusion N ⊂
ker b˜ and, therefore, b˜ determines a mapping b:⊕k+1i=1A(i )/N → B(Rk). From the
deﬁnition of the Fourier operator F , it easily follows that F = bmLl. Thus, it sufﬁces
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to establish that b is a one-to-one mapping. Let B˜ be the mapping from ⊕k+1i=1A(i )
to B(Rk) deﬁned by the relation
B˜(v1, . . . , vk+1) =
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i bivi .
Let the mapping :⊕i<jA(Vij )→⊕iA(i ) be deﬁned by
(v)j =
∑
1 i<j
(−1)ivij +
∑
j<ik+1
(−1)i+1vji , v = {vij }i<j .
It is easy to see that Im  ⊂ Ker B˜ and, consequently, B˜ determines a mapping
B:⊕k+1i=1A(i )/Im  → B(Rk). As shown in [9] (see formula 2.5 of Chapter 7 and
Corollary 7.4.6) this mapping is one-to-one. Let  be the isomorphic mapping from
⊕k+1i=1A(i ) onto itself deﬁned by
(v)i = (−1)ivi , v = (v1, . . . , vk+1).
Then we have b˜ = B˜ and Im  = (N ). Therefore, the bijectivity of B implies that
of b. Theorem 3.11 is proved.
Remark 6.1. Let
V = (Ck, T E1 , . . . , T Ek+1), V′ = (T E1 , . . . , T Ek+1),
where T Ej = Rk + iEj . The above isomorphism B:⊕k+1i=1A(i )/Im  → B(Rk) gives
the ˇCech cohomology representation of B(Rk) if (V,V′) is used as a relative Stein
open covering of (Ck,Ck \ Rk) (see details in [9, Section 7.2]).
7. Conclusion
The obtained results suggest the way of constructing “nontrivializations” of some
seemingly trivial generalized function spaces. We conclude this paper by indicating
some possible results of this type in the framework of the Gurevich spaces WM de-
scribed in Chapter I of the book [1]. Let  and M be monotone convex nonnegative
differentiable indeﬁnitely increasing functions deﬁned on the positive real semi-axis and
satisfying the condition (0) = M(0) = 0. The space WM(Rk) is the union (inductive
limit) with respect to A,B > 0 of the Banach spaces consisting of entire analytic
functions on Ck with the ﬁnite norm
sup
z=x+iy∈Ck
|f (z)| exp[M(Ax)− (By)].
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If  and M grow faster than any linear function, then the Fourier transformation
isomorphically maps the space WM(R
k) onto the space WM∗∗ (R
k), where
M∗(s) = sup
t0
(st −M(t)), ∗(s) = sup
t0
(st − (t))
are the dual functions of  and M in the sense of Young. For 0 < 1 and 0 < 1,
the space S (Rk) coincides with the space WM(R
k) with (s) = s1/(1−) and M(s) =
s1/. In particular, S01 (R
k) = WM(Rk), where (s) = M(s) = s. By analogy with
Deﬁnitions 2.1 and 3.1, one can make
Deﬁnition 7.1. Let U be a cone in Rk and  and M be functions with the properties
speciﬁed above. The Banach space W,BM,A(U) consists of entire analytic functions on
Ck with the ﬁnite norm
sup
z=x+iy∈Ck
|f (z)| exp(M(|x/A|)− (U(Bx))− (|By|)),
where U(x) = infx′∈U |x − x′| is the distance from x to U. The space WM(U) is
deﬁned by the relation
WM(U) =
⋃
A,B>0, U˜⊃U
W
,B
M,A(U˜),
where U˜ runs over all conic neighborhoods of U and the union is endowed with the
inductive limit topology.
Further, we can introduce the following deﬁnition analogous to Deﬁnition 3.4:
Deﬁnition 7.2. Let K be a closed cone in Rk . The space UM(K) is deﬁned to be
the inductive limit lim−→K ′∈P(K)
W ′M (K), where P(K) is the set of all nonempty proper
closed cones contained in K. A closed cone K is said to be a carrier cone of an element
u ∈ UM(Rk) if the latter belongs to the image of the canonical mapping from UM(K)
to UM(Rk).
The results obtained in this paper suggest the following conjecture:
Hypothesis 7.3. Let the deﬁning functions  and M be such that M(s)(as) for
some a > 0. Then the following statements hold:
(1) The space UM(Rk) is nontrivial regardless of the triviality or nontriviality of
WM(R
k).
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(2) If WM(Rk) is nontrivial, then UM(Rk) is canonically isomorphic to the space
W ′M (R
k).
(3) Theorems 3.6–3.8 are valid for the spaces UM(K).
(4) One can canonically deﬁne the Fourier transformation that isomorphically maps
UM(Rk) onto UM∗∗ (R
k).
Note that the Fourier transformation on UM(Rk) cannot be constructed as that of
ultrafunctionals because the elements of UM(Rk) grow faster than exponentially and
their Laplace transformation is not well deﬁned.
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Appendix A . Proof of Theorem 5.7
This appendix is organized as follows. We ﬁrst introduce some additional notation
concerning inductive systems, which will also be used in proving Lemma 5.9 in Ap-
pendix B. Then we derive several auxiliary results (Lemmas A.1–A.5) and, ﬁnally,
prove Theorem 5.7.
Let X be an inductive system over a partially ordered set A. For I ⊂ A, we denote
by T XI the set of triples (x, , ′) such that , ′ ∈ I , ′, and x ∈ X (). If
(x, , ′) ∈ T XA , then we set X (x, , ′) = X x − X′ X′x (recall that X is the
canonical embedding of X () into ⊕′∈AX (′)). We denote by NXI the subspace of
⊕′∈AX (′) spanned by all X (x, , ′) with (x, , ′) ∈ T XI . For I ⊂ A, we denote
by MXI the subspace ⊕∈IX () of the space ⊕∈AX (). Obviously, the space lim−→ X
I
is isomorphic to MXI /NXI . We denote by jXI the canonical surjection from MXI onto
lim−→ X
I
. If I ⊂ J ⊂ A, then we have
XI, J jXI x = jXJ x, x ∈ MXI . (A.1)
We say that a subset I of a partially ordered set A is hereditary if the relations  ∈ I
and ′ imply that ′ ∈ I .
Lemma A.1. Let X be a prelocalizable inductive system of vector spaces over a dis-
tributive quasi-lattice A. If I is a hereditary subset of A, then NXA ∩MXI = NXI .
Proof. The inclusion NXI ⊂ NXA ∩MXI is obvious. To prove the converse inclusion,
it sufﬁces to show that NXJ ∩ MXI ⊂ NXI for every ﬁnite ∧-closed J ⊂ A. For
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 ∈ J , we denote by k() the cardinality |J| of the set J = {′ ∈ J | ′}. It is
obvious that  = inf J. Therefore, if , ′ ∈ J ,  %= ′, and k(′)k(), then we
have J %= J′ and, consequently, k( ∧ ′) = |J∧′ | |J ∪ J′ | > |J| = k(). For
n ∈ N, set Cn = { ∈ J | k()n}. We have J = C1 ⊃ C2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ C|J | = {˜}, where
˜ = inf J , and Cn = ∅ for n > |J |. We shall say that an x ∈ NXJ ∩MXI admits a
decomposition of order n if there are a family of vectors x′ ∈ X () indexed by the
set {(, ′) :  ∈ Cn, ′ ∈ J \ I,  < ′ } and an element x˜ ∈ NXI such that 7
x = x˜ +
∑
∈Cn, ′∈J\I, <′
X (x′ , , ′). (A.2)
If x has a decomposition of order > |J |, then x ∈ NXI . Therefore, the lemma will be
proved as soon as we show that every x ∈ NXJ ∩MXI admits a decomposition of order
n for any n ∈ N. Since I is hereditary, every x ∈ NXJ ∩MXI has a decomposition of
order 1, and we have to show that x has a decomposition of order n+ 1 supposing it
has a decomposition of the form (A.2) of order n. To this end, it sufﬁces to establish
that X (x′ , , ′) has a decomposition of order n + 1 for every  ∈ Cn, ′ ∈ J \ I
such that  < ′ and k() = n. Let  = { ∈ Cn | < ′,  %= }. Since ′ /∈ I , the
′-component of x is equal to zero and by (A.2) we have
X′ x′ +
∑
∈
X′ x′ = 0. (A.3)
If  = ∅, then the injectivity of X′ implies that x′ = 0 and X (x′ , , ′) = 0.
Therefore, in this case, X (x′ , , ′) admits decompositions of all orders. Now let
 %= ∅ and ˜ = sup  (the element ˜ is well deﬁned because  is a ﬁnite set
whose elements do not exceed ′; note that ˜ does not necessarily belong to J). Set
y =∑∈ X˜ x′ . Then it follows from (A.3) that X′ x′ + X˜′ y = 0. Hence, by
(III) there is a z ∈ X (˜ ∧ ) such that x′ = X˜∧,  z. Because the quasi-lattice A is
distributive, we have ˜∧  = sup∈ ∧  and by (II), there is a family {z}∈ such
that z ∈ X ( ∧ ) and z =
∑
∈ X∧, ˜∧ z. We thus have x′ =
∑
∈ X∧,  z
and, consequently,
X (x′ , , ′) =
∑
∈
[X (z,  ∧ , ′)− X (z,  ∧ , )]. (A.4)
If  ∈ I , then we set y˜ = −X (z,  ∧ , ) and y

′ = 
′, ′
∑
∈, ∧=
 z, where

, 
′ ∈ J and 
′, ′ = 1 for 
′ = ′ and 
′, ′ = 0 for 
′ %= ′. If  /∈ I , then we set
7 Here and below, we assume that the sum of a family of vectors indexed by the empty set is equal
to zero.
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y˜ = 0, y

′ = 
′, ′∑∈, ∧=
 z− 
′, ∑∈, ∧=
 z. Since k(∧ ) > k() = n
for  ∈ , it follows from (A.4) that
X (x′ , , ′) = y˜ +
∑

∈Cn+1, 
′∈J\I, 
<
′
X (y

′ , 
, 
′),
i.e., X (x′ , , ′) admits a decomposition of order n+ 1. The lemma is proved. 
Corollary A.2. Let A be a distributive quasi-lattice, X be a prelocalizable inductive
system over A, and I ⊂ J ⊂ A. If I is a hereditary subset of A, then the canonical
mapping XI, J : lim−→ X
I → lim−→ X
J is injective.
Proof. Let x ∈ lim−→ X
I and XI, J x = 0. By the surjectivity of jXI , there is an x˜ ∈ MXI
such that x = jXI x˜. It follows from (A.1) that jXJ x˜ = 0, i.e., x˜ ∈ NXJ . Therefore, x˜ ∈
MXI ∩ NXJ and in view of Lemma A.1 we conclude that x˜ ∈ NXI and x = jXI x˜ = 0.
The corollary is proved. 
Lemma A.3. Let X be an inductive system over a partially ordered set A and I1 and
I2 be hereditary subsets of A. Then for every x ∈ NXI1∪I2 , there are x1,2 ∈ NXI1,2 such
that x = x1 + x2.
Proof. Let  be the set of all pairs (, ′) such that , ′ ∈ I1 ∪ I2 and ′. By
deﬁnition of NXI1∪I2 there is a family {x′ }(,′)∈ such that x′ ∈ X () and x =∑
(,′)∈ X (x′ , , ′). We have x = x1 + x2, where
x1 =
∑
(,′)∈, ′∈I1
X (x′ , , ′), x2 =
∑
(,′)∈, ′∈I2\I1
X (x′ , , ′).
Since I1,2 are hereditary, we conclude that x1,2 ∈ NXI1,2 . The lemma is proved. 
Lemma A.4. Let A be a distributive quasi-lattice, X be a prelocalizable inductive
system over A. Let J ⊂ A, and I1, I2 be hereditary subsets of A contained in J. Suppose
x1,2 ∈ lim−→ X
I1,2 are such that XI1, J x1 = XI2, J x2. Then there is an x ∈ lim−→ X
I1∩I2 such
that x1 = XI1∩I2, I1x and x2 = XI1∩I2, I2x.
Proof. Let x˜1,2 ∈ MXI1,2 be such that x1,2 = jXI1,2 x˜1,2. We have
XI1∪I2, J 
X
I1, I1∪I2x1 = XI1, J x1 = XI2, J x2 = XI1∪I2, J XI2, I1∪I2x2.
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Since the sets I1,2 are hereditary, the set I1∪I2 is also hereditary and by Corollary A.2,
the mapping XI1∪I2, J is injective. Therefore, XI1, I1∪I2x1 = XI2, I1∪I2x2 and using (A.1),
we obtain jXI1∪I2(x˜1 − x˜2) = 0. This means that x˜1 − x˜2 ∈ NXI1∪I2 . By Lemma A.3,
there are y1,2 ∈ NXI1,2 such that x˜1 − x˜2 = y1 + y2. Set x˜ = x˜1 − y1 = x˜2 + y2. Then
x˜ ∈ MXI1 ∩MXI2 = MXI1∩I2 . Set x = jXI1∩I2 x˜. Then x ∈ lim−→ X
I1∩I2 and it follows from
(A.1) that
XI1∩I2, I1x = XI1∩I2, I1jXI1∩I2 x˜ = jXI1 (x˜1 − y1) = x1,
XI1∩I2, I2x = XI1∩I2, I2jXI1∩I2 x˜ = jXI2 (x˜2 + y2) = x2.
The lemma is proved. 
Lemma A.5. Let A be a quasi-lattice, B be a lattice, and :A → B be an injective
quasi-lattice morphism such that any element  ∈ B is representable in the form
 = (1) ∨ · · · ∨ (n), where 1, . . . , n ∈ A. Then we have
(1) If , ′ ∈ A and (′)(), then ′.
(2) If ,′ ∈ B, ′, and  = () for an  ∈ A, then there is a unique ′ ∈ A
such that ′ = (′).
(3) If A′ ⊂ A has an inﬁmum in A, then (A′) has an inﬁmum in B, and (inf A′) =
inf (A′).
Proof. (1) We have ( ∧ ′) = () ∧ (′) = (′). In view of the injectivity of  it
hence follows that  ∧ ′ = ′. This means that ′.
(2) Let 1, . . . , n ∈ A be such that ′ = (1)∨· · ·∨(n). Since (j ), in view
of (1) we have j for any j = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, the element ′ = 1∨· · ·∨n is
well deﬁned and satisﬁes the relation (′) = (1)∨ · · · ∨ (n) = ′. The uniqueness
of ′ follows from the injectivity of .
(3) Obviously, (inf A′)′ for any ′ ∈ (A′). Let  ∈ B be such that ′ for
all ′ ∈ (A′). Then by (2), there is an  ∈ A such that  = (), and in view of (1)
we have ′ for every ′ ∈ A′. This implies that  inf A′ and (inf A′) and so
(inf A′) = inf (A′).
The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Let Z = (X ). Note that A is a hereditary subset of A for
any  ∈ B. The fulﬁlment of conditions (I) and (III) for Z therefore follows from
Corollary A.2 and from Lemma A.4, respectively. Let 1,2 ∈ B,  = 1 ∨ 2, and
x ∈ Z(). Since Z() = lim−→ X
A , there are 1, . . . , m ∈ A and x1 ∈ X (1), . . . , xm ∈
X (m) such that (j ) and x =∑mj=1 j xj , where j is the canonical mapping
from X (j ) into lim−→ X
A
. Choose 
11, . . . , 

s
1, 

1
2, . . . , 

t
2 ∈ A such that
1 = (
11) ∨ · · · ∨ (
s1), 2 = (
12) ∨ · · · ∨ (
t2).
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The distributivity of B implies that
(j ) = (j ) ∧ (1 ∨ 2) = ((j ∧ 
11) ∨ · · · ∨ (j ∧ 
t2)), j = 1, . . . , m
and by the injectivity of , we have j = (j ∧ 
11)∨ · · · ∨ (j ∧ 
t2). Since X satisﬁes
condition (II), for any j = 1, . . . , m there are y1j ∈ X (j ∧ 
11), . . . , ysj ∈ X (j ∧ 
s1)
and z1j ∈ X (j ∧ 
12), . . . , ztj ∈ X (j ∧ 
t2) such that
xj =
s∑
l=1
X
j∧
l1, j
ylj +
t∑
l=1
X
j∧
l2, j
zlj .
Set y =∑mj=1 ∑sl=1 1j∧
l1ylj , z =
∑m
j=1
∑t
l=1 
2
j∧
l2
zlj . Then y ∈ Z(1), z ∈ Z(2)
and we have
Z1, y + 
Z
2,
z =
m∑
j=1
s∑
l=1

j∧
l1
ylj +
m∑
j=1
t∑
l=1

j∧
l2
zlj
=
m∑
j=1
j
[
s∑
l=1
X
j∧
l1, j
ylj +
t∑
l=1
X
j∧
l2, j
zlj
]
=
m∑
j=1
j xj = x.
Thus, the inductive system X satisﬁes the condition (II) and, consequently, is prelocal-
izable.
We now suppose that the lattice B is inﬁnitely distributive and X is a localizable
inductive system and check that Z satisﬁes condition (III′). Let {}∈ be a nonempty
family of elements of B bounded above by a  ∈ B, and let {x}∈ be a family such
that x ∈ Z() and y = Z, x does not depend on .
We ﬁrst prove the statement for the case when 0 = (0) for some 0 ∈  and
0 ∈ A. For brevity, we write 0 = 0 and x0 = x0 . Set ′ =  ∧ 0. Since
′0, by Lemma A.5 there are (uniquely deﬁned)  ∈ A such that 0 and
′ = (). Because Z satisﬁes condition (III), there are x′ ∈ Z(′) such that
Z
′,0
x′ = x0 and Z′,x
′
 = x for every  ∈ . The canonical mapping ()
from X () into Z(()) = lim−→ X
A() is isomorphic for any  ∈ A because () is
the biggest element of the set A(). Therefore, for any  ∈  there exists a unique
x˜ ∈ X () such that x′ = 
′

 x˜. We have Z(′), ()
(′)
′ = () X′ for any
′,  ∈ A such that ′. Hence 00X, 0 x˜ = Z′,0x
′
 = x0 and, consequently,
X, 0 x˜ =
(
00
)−1
x0 does not depend on . Let ˜ = inf∈  and ˜ = (˜). By
Lemma A.5, we have ˜ = inf∈ ′ = inf∈ . In view of the localizability of
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X there is an x˜ ∈ X (˜) such that x˜ = X˜,  x˜ for all  ∈ . Set x = 
˜
˜ x˜. Then
x ∈ Z(˜) and we have
Z
˜,
x = Z′,
Z
˜,′
˜˜ x˜ = Z′,
′

X
˜, 
x˜ = Z′,x
′
 = x.
We now consider the general case. Let ˜ = inf∈  and J be a ﬁnite ∧-closed
subset of B such that J ⊂ (A) and  = sup∈J (). As in the proof of Lemma A.1,
we denote by J
 (
 ∈ J ) the set {
′ ∈ J | 
′
}. For n ∈ N, set Cn = {
 ∈ J | |J
|n}.
We have J = C1 ⊃ C2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ C|J | = {
˜}, where 
˜ = inf J , and Cn = ∅ for n > |J |.
It sufﬁces to show that for any n ∈ N, there is a family {y
}
∈Cn such that y
 ∈ Z(
)
and
y = Z
˜,
y˜ +
∑

∈Cn
Z
, y
, (A.5)
where y˜ ∈ Z(˜). We prove this statement by induction on n. For n = 1, the existence
of a decomposition of form (A.5) follows from condition (II). Therefore, it sufﬁces
to show that if (A.5) holds for some n ∈ N, then for any 
 ∈ Cn there is a family
{y′
′ }
′∈Cn+1 such that y
′ ∈ Z(
′) and
y
 = Z˜∧
, 
 y˜
 +
∑

′∈Cn+1
Z
′, 
 y
′

′ , (A.6)
where y˜
 ∈ Z(˜ ∧ 
). Let ′ be the disjoint union of  and a one-element set {}
( /∈ ). Set ′ = 
 and ′ =  ∨ sup(Cn \ {
}) for  ∈  (if Cn \ {
} = ∅, then
we assume ′ = ). For every  ∈ ′, we deﬁne an element x′ ∈ Z(′) setting
x′ = y
 and
x′ = Z,′ x − 
Z
˜,′
y˜ −
∑

′∈Cn\{
}
Z
′,′ y
′
for  ∈ . It follows from (A.5) that the element Z
′,
x′ does not depend on  ∈
′. Let ′ = inf∈′ ′. Since ′ ∈ (A), we can apply the result of the preceding
paragraph and ﬁnd an x′ ∈ Z(′) such that y
 = x′ = Z′, 
 x′. Because the lattice B
is inﬁnitely distributive, we have
′ = (˜ ∧ 
) ∨ sup

′∈Cn\{
}
(
′ ∧ 
), (′ = ˜ ∧ 
 for Cn \ {
} = ∅).
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Hence, by II, there are y˜
 ∈ Z(˜∧
) and a family {z
′ }
′∈Cn\{
} such that z
′ ∈ Z(
′∧
)
and y
 = Z˜∧
, 
 y˜
 +
∑

′∈Cn\{
} 
Z

′∧
, 
 y
′

. Because 
′ ∧ 
 ∈ Cn+1 for 
′, 
 ∈ Cn
and 
′ %= 
, we can rewrite the last decomposition in form (A.6). Theorem 5.7 is
proved. 
Appendix B . Proof of Lemma 5.9
In what follows, we use the notation introduced in the beginning of Appendix A.
Let l be the linear mapping from ⊕∈TX (()) to ⊕∈AX () such that lj = X()
for any  ∈ T . The operator l carries vector (5.2) to the element
X X∧′, x − X′ X∧′, ′x = X (x,  ∧ ′, ′)− X (x,  ∧ ′, ), (B.1)
where  = () and ′ = (′). This implies that l(N ) ⊂ NXA and hence N ⊂ Ker jX l.
The mapping jX l therefore uniquely determines a mapping m:⊕∈TX (())/N →
lim−→ X . To prove the lemma, we have to show that m is an isomorphism. To this end,
it sufﬁces to establish the opposite inclusion
N ⊃ Ker jX l. (B.2)
Set I = (T ). Let a mapping ′: I → T be such that (′()) =  for any  ∈ I and
let the mapping l′:MXI →⊕∈TX (()) be deﬁned by the relations l′X x = j′()x for
any  ∈ I and x ∈ X (). Clearly, Im l′ coincides with the subspace E of ⊕∈TX (())
spanned by all elements jx with  ∈ ′(I ) and x ∈ X (()). Moreover, we have
l′lx = x for any x ∈ E. Let us show that every x ∈ ⊕∈TX (()) can be decomposed
as x = n + x′, where n ∈ N and x′ ∈ E. It sufﬁces to consider the case x = jy,
where  ∈ T and y ∈ X (()). Let ′ = ′(()). Then we have () = (′) and,
consequently, the element n = jy − j′y belongs to N . Setting x′ = x − n = j′y, we
obtain the desired decomposition because ′ ∈ ′(I ).
Let N˜ be the subspace of MXI spanned by all vectors of the form X X∧′, x −
X′ 
X
∧′, ′x with , 
′ ∈ I and x ∈ X ( ∧ ′). We obviously have
l(N ) = N˜ , l′(N˜ ) ⊂ N . (B.3)
Inclusion (B.2) can be easily derived from the equality
NXA ∩MXI = N˜ (B.4)
which will be proved a little bit later. Indeed, let x ∈ Ker jX l. Then we have lx ∈
Ker jX = NXA and in view of the obvious inclusion Im l ⊂ MXI it follows from (B.4)
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that lx ∈ N˜ . According to the above we can write x = n + x′, where n ∈ N and
x′ ∈ E. By (B.3), we have ln ∈ N˜ and, therefore, lx′ ∈ N˜ . Since x′ ∈ E, we have
x′ = l′lx′ and it follows from (B.3) that x′ ∈ N . Thus, x ∈ N and the implication
(B.4) ⇒ (B.2) is proved.
It remains to prove (B.4). The inclusion N˜ ⊂ NXA ∩MXI obviously follows from
(B.1) and we have to verify that x ∈ N˜ supposing x ∈ NXA ∩MXI . Let ′,  ∈ A be
such that ′ and let y ∈ X (′). Since the set I is coﬁnal in A, there is a  ∈ I
such that , and we have X (y, ′, ) = X (y, ′,)− X (X′y, ,). Therefore,
when writing sums of the elements of the form X (y, ′, ), we can always assume
that  ∈ I . In particular, since x ∈ NXA , we can write
x =
∑
(′,)∈A×I, ′
X (x′, ′, )
=
∑
′∈A\I
∑
∈C(′)
X (x′, ′, )+
∑
(′,)∈I×I, ′
X (x′, ′, ), (B.5)
where C(′) = {  ∈ I | ′ } and the family {x′}(′,)∈A×I contains only ﬁnite
number of nonzero elements. It is obvious that the second sum in the right-hand side
belongs to N˜ . Therefore, it sufﬁces to show that y′ =∑∈C(′) X (x′, ′, ) belongs
to N˜ for any given ′ ∈ A \ I . Since the ′-component of x is equal to zero, equality
(B.5) implies that ∑∈C(′) x′ = 0. Fixing an ˜ ∈ C(′), we therefore obtain
y′ =
∑
∈C(′)\{˜}
(X (x′, ′, )− X (x′, ′, ˜)).
Using (B.1) and the relation
X (x′ , ′, )− X (x′ , ′, ˜) = X (z,  ∧ ˜, )− X (z,  ∧ ˜, ˜),
where z = X′, ∧˜x′, we conclude that y′ ∈ N˜ . The lemma is proved.
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